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Eco/proprioception  

by George Quasha 

 

On the title page of Blake’s engraved America a Prophecy (1793), in the upper left 

quadrant of the title page, a woman sits hovering over a book, reading to a child who 

points at the page: her legs seem to stride under the reading, holding the child’s rapt 

attention. Across the page, a contrary: an aged man hunches over a book as if 

drifting off into it, oblivious of the lively figures around him trying to get his 

attention. This portrait of active vs. passive reading shows the favorable outcome of 

the active mode: in the upper right corner a naked female figure leaps up off the 

page in free energetic release. 

 

I’m looking at Blake’s image of active reading as a way of envisioning a possible 

relationship between poiesis and world, both natural and constructed: visionary 

engagement with text awakens “youthful” mind and sends generative energy out 

into environment—seeding the living surround. This is a potentially fertilizing 

relationship between inspired and focused consciousness and outside world, 

whereas passive attention loses contact with the outside and dwells in self-

enclosure.1 And perhaps it offers an imaging of Blake’s provocative and enigmatic 

Proverb of Hell: "Where man is not, nature is barren." So how do we track this 

dynamic exchange between “language mind” and “natural world”? What indeed does 

it suggest about the human role in a planetary context? 

 

There are many ways of construing our motivation for thinking in terms of 

ecopoetics, and the one that keeps me working with it is the sense that poiesis is 

consequential beyond the confines of the poem, especially the poem viewed as 

aesthetic object, or the presumption of a bounded and definable cultural “world.” 

                                                        
1 Blake’s “symbolism” resisted allegory and embraced a principle of engaged dynamism—the 
“picture” as whole-page signifying field force with articulate elements in moving-picture semiotics, a 
kind of ideogrammic animation. Even where there are seemingly specific “points” of meaning, the 
syntax is never stabilized. “Illustrations” can be contrary and interruptive of narrative or occur pages 
away from their textual coordinate.  
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And this is not a matter of how many readers a given poet or work reaches, or how 

many critics and literary historians are impressed, which, while hardly a trivial 

issue, nevertheless stays within the cultural frame of value as calculable, definable, 

manageable, and authority-regulated. Gary Snyder’s original foray into this territory 

in the collection of essays and poems Earth House Hold (1969), a title glossing “ecos” 

(Gk. oikos), aimed to rethink tribal traditions for their social lessons toward "growth 

and enlightenment in self-disciplined freedom.” Shortly before, when Jerome 

Rothenberg and I inaugurated the term “ethnopoetics” for my journal Stony Brook 

(1968), it was in a register more within the sense of actual value in an “ethno” (or 

“eco”) poiesis—value as individual acts of lingual interaction with other cultures, yet 

with the integrity of one’s own life orientation and poetics. We hoped to engage the 

(possibly unique) principles of (self)regulation showing up in new poetics still to be 

realized at large in our own culture.   

 

A reasonable aim is to grasp better how such poietic value resonates 

consequentially and in ways we have only begun to study, in part because they have 

still to be imagined—or, in a Blakean way, there’s no end to reimagining our 

connections to living world. Ecopoetic thinking is an opportunity to assess how 

what we do—including the view or visioning by which our action occurs—matters 

greatly, not least because it does resonate so powerfully and far afield. Actions of 

body and mind, and the language by which they make their way in the world, are 

“reality generators”—a term for a complex happening that is inseparable from the 

nature of poiesis itself. My name for such consequential reality-generating language 

is linguality.  

 

Ecopoetics can explore what poiesis actually does in the world, notably in ways not 

happening in other modalities of thinking. Some understandably will want to see it 

mainly as a social/political instrument in desperate times, a new agiprop, but as 

important as such action is, it risks limiting ecopoetics as a medium of exploration 

and “free zone,” and at a time when evolving new orders of thinking is an urgent 

need. The danger is that any “should be” or additional correctness applied to poetics 
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can extend the coercive ways of mind so dominant in Western thought.  Ecopoetics 

as “free range” might inherently seem to address some of our “naive” childhood 

questioning, like “What are we doing here?” and “Why are we in the world?” And 

there are ancillary questions: Does Earth need us on it? Is there a choice? Have we 

even begun to wake up to our necessary role here? Strictly speaking ecopoetics 

intrinsically serves social and political dimensions, which are frequently discussed 

(tuned, for instance, to a “postmodern sublime”), though perhaps less often in 

relation to actual processes of language, the way our speaking/writing focuses itself 

in an embodied relation to what co-lives here. For Blake, especially, visionary work 

was always tuned into actual history in its most challenging and even terrifying 

aspects: the energetic female figure leaping off the title page of America a Prophecy 

transforms three engraved plates later into the revolutionary figure of Orc, 

penetratingly entering the page for the American Revolution’s rebellion against 

tyranny.  

 

For me, and in my reading of Blake, the real questions of interest are never separate 

from the way processes of language as poiesis also embody and interact with the 

living world. Accordingly I spell poiesis with the “i” to acknowledge that it very 

much is its root meaning of making, and not first of all in a cultural or literary sense, 

but in the most primary, even primordial, sense that runs through everything. In the 

old expression it runs through all of creation, which I understand as everything—

including us and all else—perpetually in the process of (re)making itself, and doing 

so in the most complex co-performativity. Such collaboration is quite literally 

beyond imagination and endlessly in need of being imagined further. I find I’m never 

not working, however falteringly, with the question of how what we do in poiesis is 

of like nature with what else lives in the world—“nature” or the living everything 

that is mostly unknown to us—the radically other.  

 

How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way, 
Is an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses five?  

       (The Marriage of Heaven and Hell,  
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Sensing afield  
 
 

The individual mind is immanent but not only in the body. It is immanent also in 
pathways and messages outside the body; and there is a larger Mind of which the 
individual mind is only a subsystem. This larger Mind is comparable to God and is 
perhaps what some people mean by “God,” but it is still immanent in the total 
interconnected social and planetary ecology.  

(Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind)2 
 
 
Speculatively speaking, ecopoetics ups the ante in consideration of what comprises 

a coherent entity. The poetics addresses far more than the traditional poet/poem 

identity, extending the inquiry of “self” and “object/thing,” “poet” and “poem/poetic 

act.”  

 

We tend to look at ecopoetics in the perspective of issues of control and damage in 

the environment, and while this is of the greatest importance in facing the 

anthropocene, it’s only part of the picture in actual poiesis. First, 

human/environment interaction works both ways—two active sides alter each 

other continuously—and not just in the physical sense, such that a compromised 

environment in turn compromises us at the life level. A relationship has its own 

orders of complexity, beyond our self-protective fears; there is co-evolution, focused 

not mainly on survival but on collaboration. Second, the oscillation between 

(human) mind and environment can produce a range of states of consciousness, and 

variable conditions of (co)awareness. On the simplest level, environmental 

destruction is depressing and can impact our will to deal with the problems in new, 

creative, and more effective ways (practical, political). The options, however, 

include more than building up resolve in the sense of pep talks to the team or the 

wonderful Fugs refrain “Refuse to be burned out!” They include actual, though 

subtle, transformation in conscious focus, an elusive and hugely complex matter to 

                                                        
2 Steps to an Ecology of Mind: Collected Essays in Anthropology, Psychiatry, Evolution, and 
Epistemology (University Of Chicago Press, 1972, 2000), 467. 
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account for. Indeed glimpses of transformative instances may be quite direct and 

even rather simple, and a medium for this order of awareness is poiesis. In my view 

ecopoetics can offer radically new thinking to this domain, in that poiesis—

transformational making—is a reality regulator and in need of new orders of 

reflection. 

 

 In a shorthand way here I’m reporting on a kind of ecopoetic thinking that 

understands poiesis as consequential beyond evaluation, especially where 

evaluation is limited to the usual categories (literary, cultural, political). It has 

impact in ways that are quite difficult to track or explain but that are at least 

potentially part of a necessary transformation, also hard to specify. Bateson’s 

eponymous notion “steps to an ecology of mind” was a major effort in this direction, 

probably underread now—dangerously so, as the lack of it’s kind of thinking is 

darkly consequential. It’s important in this view, and at this point in time, to see 

poiesis as intrinsically a radical act. Initially this calls for regarding it as emergent—

arising out of many relative conditions (poetic, social, political, aesthetic, 

psychological, biological, etc.); and therefore it is of a complexity such that no single 

domain or set of conditions is equipped to fully evaluate. Like “ecology of mind” it is 

still an undeveloped field—which both limits usefulness and gives promise! So 

comprehensive evaluation and defense of its activity can hardly be a priority. 

Ecopoetics is a permission to keep all of these conditions active yet give none of 

them dominance—no hierarchy of values. In this sense it radically embodies 

diversity, and it declares a free space for a new species of “proprioceptive thinking.”  

 

The (bio)poetics of thinking 

 

We could say that practically all the problems of the human race are 
due to the fact that thought is not proprioceptive. 
—David Bohm 

 

Both Charles Olson and David Bohm have suggested thinking more broadly about 

the physiological process or “system” called proprioception. We may recall it as the 
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“self knowing” physiological awareness of position and movement by which we 

locate ourselves and navigate in space-time; it collaborates neurologically with 

other systemic perception (visual, vestibular) to self-regulate through interactive 

awareness with environment. Physiologically we posit this mode of perception as 

reception of information and internal neurological processing. This is the dualistic 

view that perceiving mind is one thing and the rest of the world something else. On 

this model poet/poem/poetry/poetics stands on one side and all the rest on 

another. Biologically this view is convenient, grossly limiting, and in recent years 

increasingly obsolete. Phenomenology of course has long challenged the naiveté of 

simplistic dualism, as some understandings of physics do—say, Bohm. Ecopoetics is 

an opportunity for something further.  

 

Bohm carries his thought further; for instance: 

 

[Proprioception] is more or less the same as what technical people call “feedback.” In 
a psychological sense, proprioception amounts to a kind of awakening of awareness 
to itself, i.e., awareness becoming aware of awareness. Proprioception means that 
awareness now also considers its own operations as something to be taken into 
account. Apparently there are not many people who have an awareness that includes 
awareness as being something to be aware of. 

 

The kind of awareness he’s addressing is not about attending itself as object but as 

interactive process unfolding without losing active awareness of its own activity. It 

doesn’t presume the self‘s thinking as contained within its separate domain; one’s 

thoughtful awareness can stand both within itself and outside itself looking in. Mind 

activity has no bounded location. There are orders of processual awareness that do 

not allow being specified as objects in a set with other objects. The psychotopology 

is complex—that is, emergent. Poiesis accordingly can be understood as language 

aligning with this (re)ordering of awareness. Reflection on its activity may lead to a 

question like: What’s the thinking and/or languaging equivalent to a Klein bottle [an 

unbounded non-orientable single-surface manifold]? To pose such a question even 

in mirth rethinks the relation between poiesis and world. So: feedback from what to 

what? Does proprioception process received data or read signals in dialogue? 
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Unanswered questions are spurs to open orientation. An intention behind opening 

up orientation is to allow thinking to go beyond itself, perhaps by becoming 

responsive to our unmoored planetary condition. The motive may be as simple as 

realizing that ways of thinking up to now have created the mega-mess we Earth 

beings find ourselves in. If our species on some greater level of inclusive mind were 

attempting to rethink itself through us, how would it proceed? As it’s point of 

emergence, how might poiesis reflect on and in its own (inter)activity? This 

approach to questioning need not be viewed as “romantic self-aggrandizing” of the 

inquiring subject; au contraire let’s consider it, at least experimentally, as 

“ontological humility”—offering one’s own being as speaking for god-knows-what in 

our species level effort to know and further our mission on the planet. Intimate 

largesse in thinking.  

 

My current response to this challenge is a principle I call ecoproprioception: our 

intrinsic “self perception” (proprioception) understood as extended self-perceiving, 

enlarged in scope to the degree that it is non-separate from environment. 

Coinherence of mind and environment; sense of self viewed as including sense of 

other.  

  

If we actually sensed our non-separateness from world at large, we would perhaps 

more readily get situated to engender creative responses to what is needed. I think 

that we intrinsically understand this connection and do make use of it in many daily 

ways, which largely go unnoticed; however, it is dulled by inherited habits of 

thought and general cultural framing. I base the ecoproprioceptive idea on many 

years of experience of t’ai chi’s martial practice (push-hands) and extending its 

insights to hands-on bodywork. But it’s there in many sports and especially 

innovative dance like Contact Improvisation and the work of a Anna Halprin, Trisha 

Brown, or Simone Forti. If we understand ourselves to be nature, at least as much as 

say mushrooms are, then in theory it should be possible to gain insight into fungi’s 

mycelium network—“externalized neurological nets” functionally the forest’s 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_futurebeyond23.htm
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“internet” as Paul Stamets argues3— by way of self-observation, and vice versa. I 

have written about discovering such thinking through bodywork in the essay 

“Healing Poetics”4:   

Through a bodywork practice of physically and energetically identifying with another 
person, over the years I learned to vividly perceive a person’s physical-energetic 
center, a dynamic zero point. I found that direct contact with a person allowed me to 
amplify the sense of internal spaciousness and impart an experience of free 
movement. I see this as transitively reawakening a kind of whole-body flexibility and 
responsive openness not fully experienced since early childhood (before one learns to 
look like others). What impressed me is how quickly this level of experience can come 
about, usually within several minutes, dramatically altering the other person’s 
awareness and imparting a new, posturally free self-picture, without tension and 
without opposition to gravity. This activated awareness quickly subverts the whole 
tension system for a variable period of time; and subsequent similar engagements 
have the potential to grow the awareness of free movement.  
 
In effect, this “shared proprioceptive sense”—transitive self-perception or 
ecoproprioception—introduces people to their own basic free space, covered over by 
social habit since childhood. What is imparted is not something “I” own in a 
proprietary sense but a property of being itself. The principle is: if you directly address 
this ambivalently personal/impersonal property and make actual contact, it responds 
to being recognized. And its response is a self-recognition without name. Without 
identity. And non-isolated. 

 

 

The poetics of triggering insight 
 

In a sense we mirror what we feel connected with, as well as what impacts us from 

outside, not only positively. I find it helpful to invoke biopsychical principles of self-

knowing, speculatively linking to various science-based concepts, such as the fairly 

recent theory of a mirror neuron system5—the neuronic source of why we yawn 

                                                        
3 "I believe that mycelium is the neurological network of nature. Interlacing mosaics of mycelium 
infuse habitats with information-sharing membranes. These membranes are aware, react to change, 
and collectively have the long-term health of the host environment in mind. The mycelium stays in 
constant molecular communication with its environment, devising diverse enzymatic and chemical 
responses to complex challenges." -- Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running: How Mushrooms Can Help Save 
the World: https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_futurebeyond23.htm. Stamets is not 
talking about psilocybin mushrooms here, although he does elsewhere. 
4 Poetry in Principle, foreword by Edward S. Casey (Dispatches Editions/Spuyten Duyvil, 2019),   
https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/healing-poetics-george-quasha/ 
5 “…a neuron that fires both when an animal acts and when the animal observes the same action 
performed by another. Thus, the neuron ‘mirrors’ the behavior of the other, as though the observer 
were itself acting. Such neurons have been directly observed in primate species.” 

https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/healing-poetics-george-quasha/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_futurebeyond23.htm
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when we see someone yawn. I seek out heuristic instruments for reflective thinking 

in step with a poetics of resonance behavior. I have tried to sketch out the basis of 

such poietic resonance in an essay called “The Poetics of Thinking,”6 for instance:  

 

The issue [in poiesis], as in navigating moving composition, is feedback through 
developed listening, such that allows intelligent self-modification in process, without 
loss of the sense of being in actual space, the medium, the work, the world. It’s 
relational. The problem with the self and the thinking brain is that functionally it 
understands itself to be central, dominant, and in control. Thinking doesn’t know that 
there’s an intelligence in the mind as quick, precise and unmanaged as in the body—
and not in evidence until we learn how to hear it. It requires a feedback medium of 
released self-perception. 

  

The feedback medium is poiesis, wherein we gain reflective insight as processual 

revelation in relation to actual issues being thought through. And an aspect of what 

makes such revelation convincing is that it is itself microcosmically performative of 

the oscillatory interaction between mind and environment. By performing its 

speaking as a function of listening (getting feedback), it operates as reception of 

what at the same time it apparently produces. The text serves as site of co-creation, 

and poet is first reader of what is written. Instruction through poiesis mirrors the 

processual structure of self-generating language, and in this way speculatively 

models an ecopoiesis. Mind and nature “mirroring” is simultaneously a process of 

identification and discrimination, and I think of this as mirroring by alterity. Blake 

says we become what we behold. Conjunction/disjunction becomes a sort of 

processual strange attractor at the threshold, pulling the mind two ways at once. 

Perhaps mirror neurons learn to allow firing off, even confusedly, in oscillatory 

(non)recognition. Identity itself is a mirror event showing characteristics of an 

unbounded non-orientable limen-surface manifold. 

 

Pervasive engagement 
 
The otherness of poiesis as self-generating language embodies an alternative logic of 

further thinking—a logo-logic, a principled thinking within language. The poem 

                                                                                                                                                                     
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron 
6 Poetry in Principle, above. 

https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/poetics-thinking-george-quasha/
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itself is the grammar. A singular logic—a logic of its own occasion—only now comes 

into being inside the composing language. And it suggests itself as poet-mind’s 

connecting with nature-mind, an active coinherence inside linguality—language 

acting liminally in reality (re)generation.  

 

I see (eco)poiesis as our language reviving its lost middle voice—a voice between 

passive and active knowing and acting upon itself, inherently reflexive, and at the 

same time co-performative with surround living. (Truly open musical/sound 

improvisation answers to this description.) This view might help with a question 

like: How does the poem open actual pathways in mind? We need something like a 

poetics of intimate interactions. Poiesis asks the mind to perform singular actions it 

would not perform otherwise, and these actions are of a nature perhaps subtly 

different from any previously performed, at least consciously. These actions cut 

grooves (“engrams”). And it matters that the conception and principle of the 

practice—ecopoetics implies ecopoiesis—can view itself as belonging to, and active 

within, a larger field than oneself.  

 

Let’s return briefly to Blake’s provocative and enigmatic Proverb of Hell: Where man 

is not, nature is barren. My early response was confusion and discomfort: Does Earth 

really need humans, who have so grievously abused their greater life partner? I 

understand Blake’s “man” in that proverb as awakened mind and as potentially a 

seed force in the engendering of what Charles Olson called further nature. We don’t 

know what that means until it comes into being. Our operative models cannot work 

ongoingly for the necessary action of ecological mind, unless the modeling sees 

beyond inherited limitations and discovers working in conscious co-evolution. Our 

“self view” may need to be enlarged to embrace our shared ecoproprioceptive 

mission with the rest of “creation.” (Eco)poiesis becomes visionary when it works at 

the necessary further scales of realization. 
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A further note on ecopoetic fields: 

 

Rupert Sheldrake’s richly articulated inquiry into morphic resonance and morphic 

fields in biology7 —intraspecies morphic influence at a distance and without 

apparent physical connections—contributes significantly to ecopoetic thinking. His 

six-point summary of “morphic fields” (below) could be adapted with small 

modifications to an ecopoetic sketch of poietic fields, including the coinherence of 

singular fields. Ecoproprioceptive thinking becomes actively aware that it happens 

in feedback loops with environment, the human and non-human in systemic 

exchange. Language functions as the mycelium or intelligent web of 

interconnectivity. Mind-degradability: An organismic configuration of a cohabited 

and pervasively connected field includes living-dying as (bio)(psycho)degradable 

process. (Eco)poiesis keeps the mind-degradable in balance with the biodegradable, 

by coperformativity.  

 
 
Morphic Fields: A Summary  

The hypothesized properties of morphic fields at all levels of complexity can be summarized 
as follows:  

1. They are self-organizing wholes.  

2. They have both a spatial and a temporal aspect, and organize spatio-temporal patterns of 
vibratory or rhythmic activity.  

3. They attract the systems under their influence towards characteristic forms and patterns 
of activity, whose coming-into-being they organize and whose integrity they maintain. The 
ends or goals towards which morphic fields attract the systems under their influence are 
called attractors. The pathways by which systems usually reach these attractors are called 
chreodes.  

                                                        

7 Sheldrake’s many books include: Morphic Resonance: The Nature of Formative Causation (New York, 
Park Street Press, 2009) and The Presence of the Past: Morphic Resonance and the Memory of Nature 
(New York, Park Street Press, 2012). https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-
resonance/introduction. 

https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-resonance/introduction
https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-resonance/introduction
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4. They interrelate and co-ordinate the morphic units or holons that lie within them, which 
in turn are wholes organized by morphic fields. Morphic fields contain other morphic fields 
within them in a nested hierarchy or holarchy.  

5. They are structures of probability, and their organizing activity is probabilistic.  

6. They contain a built-in memory given by self-resonance with a morphic unit's own past 
and by morphic resonance with all previous similar systems. This memory is cumulative. 
The more often particular patterns of activity are repeated, the more habitual they tend to 
become.  

 


